Maths
The children have tackled our topic of ‘Fractions and Decimals’ head on and have
made some excellent progress converting, comparing and ordering different types of
fractions. This half term, our Maths No Problem scheme will continue working with
decimals before moving onto percentages. This chapter begins with comparing
quantities and exposing percentage as an amount out of 100. The chapter finishes by
having pupils convert fractions to hundredths, both by expanding fractions and by
simplifying them.

English
Our novel this term is ‘Clockwork’ by Philip Pullman. This novel is about an apprentice
clock-maker, a deadly mechanical knight in armour, and the
sinister Dr Kalmenius. Tick, tock, tick, tock! Once you've
wound it up, nothing will stop this story on a cold winter
evening. Our learning will also come to life through our video
modules on literacy shed, helping the children to implement
specialised language skills, particularly by using inference to
investigate figurative language and symbolism. We will
continue to consolidate our understanding of subordinate and
relative clauses in our grammar lessons and delve deeper when looking at the structure
sentences, identifying subject, verb and object.

Science - Reversible and Irreversible Changes
This unit of work builds upon learning from year 4 where children learned about the
different states of matter. Children will build upon their knowledge of states of matter
to look how different substances interact with water. This will be built upon by letting
water evaporate to discuss how we can separate substances from water.

History – Groundbreaking Greeks
This project teaches children about developments and changes over six periods of
ancient Greek history, focusing on the city state of Athens in the Classical age, and
exploring the lasting legacy of ancient Greece!

Art
In art, we will explore paper crafts, papermaking and collage techniques, including
paper, fabric, mixed media and photo collage. They will use their learning to create a
final piece of small-scale, mixed media collage.

RE
Our RE focus for this half term will be Judaism. We will be exploring the Passover
meal and the story of Exodus in the Bible. We will learn about how Jews celebrate
other important events in the Jewish calendar.

Reading
The children will continue to have daily reading lessons where they will be reading some
new, challenging texts and learn how to answer comprehension questions in detail. Our
key text will be ‘Clockwork,’ however, these lessons will also include exploring non-fiction
texts and poetry. As always, this includes developing the children’s VIPERS skills:
vocabulary, inference, prediction, explanation, retrieval, summarising and sequencing.

PE
The children will continue to have their weekly PE sessions with our PE coach on a
Tuesday and Friday. Children can come into school in their PE kits on those days and
are allowed to keep trainers under their desk for our woodland village day. We will
continue to develop and strengthen our core PE skills through various HIT activities
throughout the week.

Home Reading
Year 5 have put lots of effort into reaching their targets again this half term. After
receiving their new ZPDs, children have accessed some new and challenging books and
have expanded their ranges due to their hard work and effort. Reading at home is
extremely important in order for children to make progress in line with the curriculum.
Reading is an essential skill for all subjects and helps children access their learning. Please
ensure your child reads 4x a week at home and has their reading record signed by an
adult at home to support their progress.

Homework and Spellings
Homework will focus on maths and English weekly. This will include spelling lists and
times tables, which will be given out each week to learn for a test the following Friday.
Please use ReadiWriter to practise spellings where possible as this will also provide
children with the context for each word. Remember, you can also continue to use TT
Rock Stars or Mathletics to practise your times tables at home!

We are all proud of what the children have achieved this spring term! It
has been absolutely delightful to have parents back in school and children
were beyond proud to perform for the lovely mothers this half term. Year
5 have had some exciting events this term too, such as a visit from
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illustrator Liz Million and lots of specialised PE training. We have loved
exploring the secret garden for habitats, as well as reading the secret
garden in our story time!

If you have any questions, please send me a message through our school
email or get in touch on the phone; I am always happy to help!
Thank you for your support this term. I’m certain the children will
continue on their journey of success as we commence the third term of
Year 5.
Have a wonderful Easter!
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